
 

place to live in. Everyday when I 
wake up, looking forward to 
another day of lording this place, I 
direct my attention to the Sandias 
and think to my self, “Gosh, I’m 
really am an insignificant piece of 
shit.”   

Unlike most metropolitan 
areas, Albuquerque has large tracts 
of open space making it bearable to 
just stare out into the distance. 
What’s also bearable is that the city 
has actually taken the time to paint 
buildings some shade of red, brown 
and maybe with some hints of blue 
so that we’re not staring at grey 

slabs of concrete and grey piles of 
steel.  

Then there’s the people who 
live here. Sure we don’t necessarily 
fit the western idea of what’s 
beautiful, but man, Burque has it 
going on. I have yet to meet many 
people who can’t get enough of the 
women here with their nice round 
shape and short stature. Hell, many 
scholars the world over agree that 
teh flagship university is a bastion of 
hot chicks. And ladies just seem to 
go wild over vatos parading down 
Central Ave. with their ironed 

Dickies and elaborate tattoos 
around their necks.  You’ll notice all 
this beauty and more when there 
isn’t the occasional brown cloud 
hovering over the city.  

So this is it kids, the height 
of civilization just lying at your feet 
waiting to be explored. I only 
wished that the American 
educational system didn’t fail you so 
you could stay here longer than a 
year. 
 
  

 

In order to help the new student 
body at UNM transition into their 
newfound freedom, The Troll has 
launched a four-part series titled 
Disorientation 2011. The series 
hopes to help these flourishing 
young minds discover what it means 
to be a winar in the greatest city of 
them all.  This week, Editor-at-Large, 
José M. Enríquez will introduce your 
face to Albuquerque: tierra de 
mañana eterna.  
-The Editor 
 

Imma gonna go out on a 
limb and blow-up some heads when 

I say this, but Albuquerque is kinda 
the best city evar! Better than 
Chicago , better than LA, better than 
ancient Babylon, better than Sex, 
VT. Well, I’m not sure if there’s a city 
named “Sex” in Vermont, but I’m 
sure God annihilated it sometime 
between the Northeastern 
earthquake and Hurricane Irene this 
past month.  
 Just hush, hear me out on 
this. Out of all the giant slabs of ash 
fault and concrete in the high 
Chihuahuan Desert, this one’s the 
best one. It doesn’t say a whole lot, 

but everything, about The Kirk. 
 So what’s great about this 
city? I was gonna compile a list of 
reasons but I don’t compile list.  That 
job’s better suited for cracked.com—
which I won’t touch seeing how 
informative websites is the subject 
of next week’s piece. Instead, I’m just 
gonna go off and explain why. 
 Aside from the fact that I 
fucking lord over this slab of 
concrete, the city has a whole lot 
going for it. First, there’s the 
population. There’s a great lot of 
you who believe that the larger the 
population the better the city—
which is bullshit.  
 For example, take New York 
City. Picture your self waking up in a 
million-dollar-shoe-box of an 
apartment only to deal with millions 
of assholes other assholes on the 
way to work. And every year, 
millions of people come over just to 
see what the big deal is about. 
 Not the case here in 
Albuquerque. If anything, you’ll 
drop a grand at the most for an 
apartment if you decide to live 
downtown and will only have to 
deal with a few thousand assholes 
 

 
  

on your commute anywhere. As for 
tourist, they’re only here to check out 
Santa Fe, Taos and Georgia O’Keeffe’s 
place— which, if you haven’t noticed, 
are not Albuquerque. 

Also, bad things like 9/11 
happen to cities like New York. That 
will never happen here seeing how I 
seriously doubt that a Jihadist can 
point out Albuquerque on a map.  And 
if they do, there’s enough firepower in 
our nuclear arsenal to turn the world 
into glass several times over. Yeah, I’ll 
love to see them mess with us now.  

The culture here in 
Albuquerque is as unique as the city. 

It’s shaped buy three-hundred-eight 
years of doing shit its own way. Yet, 
it’s similar to that of most other cities. 
First we have the Pueblo Indians living 
here for hundreds, if not, thousands of 
years. You know living with nature 
and doing what they do before the 
Spanish came into the area. 

Unlike most regions in the 
U.S., the Pueblo Indians at one point 
told the Spaniards to GTFO and did so 
through the Pueblo Revolt at the end 
of the 1600s. Still, a few Europeans 
had the cajones to stay or come over 
after the fact and Albuquerque was 

established in 1703.  
For most of its history, the city 

has been a small, incestuous frontier 
community on the banks of the Rio 
Grande.  First under Spain, then 
Mexico, followed by the U.S., then for 
like a month, the Confederacy, and 
then back to being a U.S. territory. It 
didn’t start to become a city until the 
railroad came in 1880 and because of 
that, we are living here and not 
Bernalillo.   
 Today, the city’s culture is an 
amalgam of all these experiences. 
Along with the state, it has it’s own 
cuisine made from both Native and 
European traditions and because it 
was a frontier town for so long, it has 
a prevalent “not giving a fuck” 
attitude. There’s such few fucks given 
in Albuquerque that, if you haven’t 
noticed already, it runs on its own time 
zone and once you get here, you’ll 
start adhering to the whole tomorrow 
mentality.  I mean, did you know that 
the police department won’t do shit if 
you are carrying some weed but will 
shoot the moment you pull out a 
plastic spoon? How’s that for not 
giving a fuck?  
 Finally, it’s just a beautiful 
 

Welcome to Albuquerque  
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To all you Burque haters out there-- I 
sure hope you don’t mind living in a 
glass house. Want in? Then email us 
your work to our gmail account. To 
relive the magic visit our blog, 
theweeklytroll.wordpress.com. 
-A thousand deaths, Casimiro Nadas.  
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